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Pilots 2015
The airfield is located on the southern edge of the City at 6m QNH.
The club consists in three hangars, a Club house, a restaurant, a camping
with facilities and a swimming pool.
Parking area of gliders and trailers is usually on the southern edge of the
runways and is provided of a water pipeline.

Winners 2015

AERO CLUB VOLOVELISTICO FERRARESE
www.voloavelaferrara.com
AVF has two 1000m long ranways, asphalt
and grass,oriented 09-27.

COMPETITION
Since 23 years Ferrara is theatre of National Glider competitions of different
classes.
In the second year FLY-PINK CUP takes place, open to all women pilots having
more than zero points in IGC Ranking List.
The competition takes place only in flatland and maximum altitude allowed
is 1800m QNH.
Huge outlanding fields are spread all around, so to outland is definitely
not a big issue, towing is usually at 600-700 m.
During the competition period, temperature in Ferrara is between 25
and 30°C during the day, and about 20°C at night.
ABOUT FERRARA
Ferrara is a city of Emilia-Romagna region, northern Italy.
It is situated 35 kilometers north-northeast of Bologna.
For its beauty and cultural importance it has been qualified by UNESCO
as World Heritage Site.
If you are going to stay in Ferrara a bit longer, after the competition, you
can easily reach a lot of nice spots in few hours:
- seaside Lido degli Estensi is at 50 Km, 45’ by car.
- Venezia is 1.30h by train
- Verona is 100km, 1.45h driving.
- Firenze (Florence) 160km, 2 hours driving as well as by train.
For further touristic information and the city’s event calendar you can
visit the website www.ferraraterraeacqua.it

ABOUT COMPETITIONS

Normally there are cumulus clouds, but the competition takes place even when the sky is blue.
The competition area is not great, but can also be assigned tasks of 400 km. The duration of the thermals is normally
of 4 hours, but can last even longer. Tasks are adapted to the weather forecast.
Speed of winners sometimes were more than 120 Km/h.

